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THE ÍÍ-BOREL TRANSFORM

FRANK  M.  CHOLEWINSKI AND  DEBORAH TEPPER  HAIMO1

Abstract. For V¡, a given entire function, it is established that

the^-Borel transform is a linear isomorphism of the space dual to a

space of admissible holomorphic functions on a disk in the complex

plane C onto the space of admissible entire functions of certain

growth. The theory is extended to C" and shown to include the

Fourier-Borel and Hankel-Borel transforms as special cases.

1. Introduction. Let ^ be a given entire function with the series

representation eé'(z)=^k=0ckzk, ck real. For the disk s(r)={z\ |z|<t} in

the complex plane C, let J^v(s(t)) be the Fréchet space of holomorphic

functions g on j(t) such that g(z)=Jik=ogkzk m tne neighborhood of the

origin and supp(g„)«= suppicj. It is our goal to establish that the elements

of the dual space 3^"v(s(t)) can be given a natural interpretation as

entire functions of a certain rate of growth. The results will then be

extended to C". The theory developed includes as special cases that of the

classical Fourier-Borel transform, [3, Chapter 22], and of the Hankel-

Borel transform [1].

2. Notations and definitions. Let <€ be a given entire function repre-

sented by

(1) TO = Î ckz\       ck real,
ifc=0

and denote by <£* the function given by

00

(2) <f*(z) = 2 W zK
k=0

Definition 1. A function / is said to be admissible if it can be repre-

sented by a series

(3) /(z) = S/*z*

with

(4) supp(/s) c supp(cfc).
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Definition 2. An admissible entire function / is said to belong to

the class {"ff, t} if, for some t>0, there exists a constant Ai>0 such

that

(5) |/(z)| ^ MV*(r \z\).

We denote by {#, t}"~ the class

(6) {^rr = U{^T'}.
r'<r

Definition 3. An admissible entire function/is said to be of ^-type

rif

(7) t = inf{a | |/(z)| <A#«fV!2|)}-

By an appeal to Nachbin's theorem [2], it can readily be established

that an admissible entire function/is of ^-type t if and only if

(8) lim sup
nesupp(Ci) C„

1/n

We denote by J^^(0.) the Fréchet space of admissible holomorphic

functions on an open set D in C containing the origin. It is immediate

that the vector space of admissible polynomials on Q, ¿?(Q.), is a sub-

space of Jf ,e (Í2).
We denote by 3?"V(Q.) the dual of Jtv(0.).

Definition 4. The elements of Jf^(Q) are the ^-analytic functionals

in Í2.

3. Principal theorems in C.   We now establish our principal result.

Theorem 1. Let t be a positive number. For any fie &, t}~, the

linear functional on &(C) defined by

(9) (f,P)=   2     -pk
KUPP<P4) Ck

where P(z)=^upp(P > pkzk e 0*(C) can be extended uniquely to a continuous

linear functional of on J^^(s(t)). The mapping

(10) /-o-,

is a vector space isomorphism of {<tf, t}~ onto JF'<€(s(t)). The inverse map-

ping is given by the equation

(11) f(t) = (o„ <ë(tz)),

where a¡ operates on functions ofze s(r).
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Proof. Since/e {%, t}~, we can find a t'<t and a constant A/>0

so that, by virtue of (8), \fk/ck\ ̂ Mt'\ k e supp(c„). Further, by Cauchy's

inequality, we have, for arbitrary g e Jfv(C),

gl*'(0)

fc!
^ "7 sup \g(z)\,

T        |«|-T*

t    ..    It    -.
T    < T     < T.

Hence, for any p e ^(C) with P(z)=2suPP(j>t) /V*> we nave that

K/, P>l - '
supp(j>t) Ck

<M
2 (?)'■ nod). ) vr '

sup |P(z)| = -
1*1—r" 1

M
sup |P(z)|.

supp(j)t)

It follows that the linear functional is continuous on i^(C) with the topol-

ogy induced by J4?v(s(t)) and so has a unique extension to a "^-analytic

functional oy on J^v(s(r)), since the set of admissible polynomials is

dense in J^v(s(t)).

We have that /-»-ay is a linear map of {f&, t}~ into J^(.>(t)).

To show that the map is one-to-one, it suffices to establish that

07=0 if and only if/=0. But, for P(z)=zn, n e sup(cfc), we have (of, P)=

fjcn • 1=0 if and only if/n=0, and the result follows.

To show that the map is onto, let a be an arbitrary ^-analytic functional

in s(t). Since ^(tz) is an entire function, its restriction to s(r) clearly

belongs to Jfv(s(r)). It thus follows that

(12) (0-, tf(fz)>

is a well-defined function of t e C, and we denote this function by/

We now establish that/e {fê, tT". As a consequence of the continuity

of a, we have that there is a constant M>0 and a compact subset K of

s(t) such that, for all g e Jfv(s(r)), \(o, g)\ = M supzeK\g(z)\. Now,

for K<^s(t'), t'<t, and taking g(z)=zk, k e supp(c„), we have

(13) Kor, 2*>| < Mr1*.

On the other hand, again because of the continuity of 0, we have that

(14) f(t) = (a,^(tz))=   2   ck(a,z*)t*
siiPP(ct)

with the series on the right converging for all teC by (13). Hence/

is an admissible entire function. Further, fe {fë, t}~ since by (13),

|/(t)|= M   2    k,cl(T'|r|)*=-M<íí*(T'¡íl).
ftupp(cg)
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Finally, we have that 07=0-; for, if P e 0>(C), then taking note of (14),

we have

<<r„P>«   2    "A-   2   <ff>z*>P*
supp(it) ck supp(j>t)

= (0-, 2 p^) = (o, p).
\     supp(jjt) /

Since ¿P(C) is dense in J^^(s(t)), the proof is complete.

With the introduction of the following definitions, Theorem 1 may be

restated.

Definition 5. A ^-analytic functional a in C is said to be carried

by an open set Q<= C if there is a compact subset K of Í2 and a constant

M>0 such that for all admissible entire functions g in C,

(15) |((T,g)|^Msup|g(z)|.
ze-KT

We note that o is carried by Í2 if the linear form g-*{o, g) defined on

the restriction to D. of the admissible entire functions g can be extended

as a continuous linear form to the whole of J^^(Q).

Definition 6. If o is a ^-analytic functional in C, the function

of / e C,

(16) (o,V(tz))

is the fé'-Borel transform of o and is denoted by a.

The preceding theorem can now be expressed in the following form.

Theorem 2. The 'ë-Borel transform is a linear isomorphism of Jf"v(C)

onto the space of admissible entire functions of ^-type on C. Further,

the ^-analytic functional o e Jf*'e(C) is carried by the open disk s(r)

if and only if there exists a t', 0<t'<t, such that ó e {&, t'}.

4. Extension to C". The preceding theory may be generalized by

extension to higher dimensions. To this end, let

(n) <ru, c€m, ■■■, v(n)

be n entire functions of the form (1) and

(18) if«1»*, #<2)*, • • • , %(n)'

the functions corresponding to (2). For

(19) Z = (z,, • • • , zn) e Cn,
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define

<f(Z) = #»(zj*n(z¿ ■ ■ ■ ̂ \zn)

(20) = 2 c*za - 2 c«.c- • • • c«Alz? • • • ¡T-
xeN xke^'

Definition 7.   A function/on C" is admissible if

(21) /(Z) = 2 /*Z'
«6iV"

where

(22) a = (a„aj, ••• ,aj

with

(23) supp(/a) c supp(c.)

and

(24) Z" = z?z? • • • z?.

Definition 8. An admissible entire function / belongs to class

{#, T} if, for some T=(t1; t2, • • • , t„), Tj.>0, k=l, • • • ,n, there exists

a constant Af >0 such that

(25) |/(Z)| ̂  Mff^in kiD^Vi l*il) ' ' • ̂ "*V„ |i.l).

We denote by C^, T}~ the union of classes {&, T},Tk<Tk, k=l, ■ ■ ■ ,n.

Analogous to the case in the complex plane, we have that if/e {&, T}~,

then

(26) |/./C.| < MT*

for all a satisfying (23).

We let Jifv(s(T)) be the space of admissible holomorphic functions on

the polydisk s(T).
The extension of Theorem 1 to Cn can then be stated as follows.

Theorem 3. Let T=(tx, • • • , t„), t4>0, k=l, ■•-,«. For any

fe &,T}~, the linear functional on the space £P(Cn) of polynomials in

n complex variables defined by

(27) (f,P)=     2      "A.
aesupp(pa) ca

where 7(z) = 2œsupp(i> ) P^" e ^(Cn), can be extended uniquely to a con-

tinuous linear functional of on J^v(s(T)). Further, the mapping

(28) /- cf
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is a vector space isomorphism of {fê, T}~ onto J#"v(s(T)). The inverse map-

ping is given by the equation

(29) f(T) = (at, V(W)),

T=(tx, • ■ ■ , tn), W=(txZx, t2z2, ■ ■ ■ , tnzA, where a{ operates on functions

ofZesCT).

5. Applications. When each of the functions of (17) is the exponential

function in the complex plane, we have that

(30) ^(Z) = ezleZ2 • • • ez" = 2 ~ Z"

aeA-"a!

and it is clear, with ca=l/a!, that all entire functions are admissible.

In this case the continuous linear functionals on the space of holomorphic

functions on a polydisk may be interpreted as entire functions of exponen-

tial type. Further, since ^(W)=eiZ-T\

(Z, T) = Zxtx + z2/2 + • • • + zntn,

the fé'-Borel transform (29) can be written in the form

<*„ e<Z-Ty)

which is the classical Fourier-Borel transform.

If each of the functions of (17) is equal to

f(z) = T-ll2T(v + ¿)z,/2-Vv_1/2(z),

of order a, then if

(-\fT(v + \)

22kk\T(v + \ + k)'

r€(Z) = f(zx)f(z2) ■ ■ ■ f(zn) = 2  M« • ■ ■ KA1 ■ ■ ■ *
afc even

and it follows that all even entire functions are admissible. Here the

linear functionals on the space of even holomorphic functions on a poly-

disk may be identified with the even entire functions of certain growth.

The transform (29) in this case becomes the Hankel-Borel transform

<<7/,nLi/(****)>•
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